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Abstract
New insights to explain the clinical manifestations of atherosclerosis have resulted in a paradigm in which thrombosis is the major cause of acute coronary syndromes, peripheral arterio-vascular disease and stroke. Major efforts have been directed toward developing drugs to reduce thrombin and fibrin formation. Recent studies support a central role for angiogenesis of the atherosclerotic plaque in promoting atherothrombosis. The findings, in the face of efforts to use angiogenic agents to enhance vascular function, underline the challenge in treating atherothrombotic disease.

Introduction
Atherosclerosis continues to be the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in North America, Europe and Japan, accounting for the vast majority of acute coronary events, myocardial ischemia, peripheral vascular disease, and stroke. Lifetime risks of developing coronary artery disease exceed 30-40%, highlighting the crucial importance of elucidating the mechanisms of onset, and developing new approaches for early detection, prevention and effective treatment.

For hundreds of years, atherosclerosis was believed to be a degenerative disease of the vessels, and a natural outcome of the aging process. This dogma was gradually challenged as the disease was further characterized. Anatomic pathologists in the 18th and 19th centuries noted early changes during disease progression in the intima, the presence of macrophages in lesions, evidence of plaque rupture, and altered morphology of those small vessels - the vasa vasorum - that feed the arterial wall. Theories abounded as to whether the plaques were actually pus-filled, whether there was inflammation of the arteries, and why and how thrombi were laid down on eroded or ruptured plaques. Key observations in the 1840's and 1850's, as to the permeability of arterial vessels early during the disease, and the role of cholesterol in plaque formation, have clearly impacted on our understanding of the pathogenesis of the disease.
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Integration of these many novel findings by pioneers in the fields of thrombosis and vascular biology, has resulted more recently in rapid progress due to the establishment of closer ties between scientists in the fields of inflammation, immunology, hemostasis-thrombosis, fibrinolysis, and angiogenesis, coupled with the development of animal models of atherosclerosis and establishment of the molecular tools to delineate critical pathways.

Reflecting the complex nature of the disease, atherosclerosis has come to be recognized as a chronic inflammatory disease of large and medium sized arteries, the initiation of which is dependent on dysfunctional endothelium, and the progression of which is modulated by the interplay between oxidized lipids, activated endothelial cells, monocytes/macrophages, chemokines, platelets, coagulation factors, T-lymphocytes, extracellular matrix (ECM), proteases, protease inhibitors, and micro-vessels within the vessel wall. Clinical manifestations of atherosclerotic disease are most often triggered by arterial thrombosis of an atherosclerotic plaque, and thus the term "atherothrombosis" has been coined [1].

The overall goal of this review is to highlight the complex role that angiogenesis plays in atherothrombosis. A brief overview of the current paradigm that describes the key events that occur in the progression of the atherosclerotic lesion will be followed by a description of the importance of the atherosclerotic plaque in clinical disease, with evidence that plaque angiogenesis is correlated with thrombosis and acute coronary events. Molecular mechanisms of angiogenesis will be reviewed, with emphasis placed on insights applicable to atherothrombosis. Mechanistic links between angiogenesis and thrombosis will thus be highlighted. The dilemma facing clinicians wishing to treat patients with ischemic disease, in the face of data suggesting that angiogenic agents might actually promote thrombosis, will be considered. Potential sites of therapeutic intervention will finally be discussed.

The Vascular Endothelium and Initiation of Atherosclerosis

The vascular endothelium is not only a barrier between blood and tissue, providing the inner lining of a sophisticated tubular network to deliver oxygen and nutrients to tissues. It is also a dynamic and key factor in maintaining the vascular tree free of clot via natural anti-coagulant mechanisms, regulating contractility, and providing a source of chemokines and adhesion molecules to regulate leukocyte trafficking in health and disease. While several risk factors combine to induce endothelial cell dysfunction - an early event in atherosclerosis - epidemiologic and subsequent in vivo and in vitro analyses support the notion that chronic exposure of vascular endothelium to oxidized low density lipoproteins (oxLDL) plays a central role in disease progression (for review, see [2]).

The arterial vascular endothelium is exquisitely sensitive to chronic minimal injury induced by oxLDL, compounded by exposure to oxidative stress [3], smoking and infections, all of which leads to endothelial cell release of mediators that modulate vascular tone, enhance platelet activity and coagulation, augment platelet and leukocyte adhesion, and promote apoptosis [4]. Endothelial dysfunction induced by oxLDL diminishes the capacity of the endothelium to synthesize bioavailable endothelial nitric oxide (eNO), a crucial vasodilator and platelet inhibitor, and of prostacyclin (PGI2), and results in enhanced expression of the potent vasoconstrictor, endothelin-1 (ET-1). Endothelial dysfunction is also characterized by evidence of increased apoptosis, exhibited by diminished expression of anti-apoptotic factors (eg. Bcl2), and increases in pro-apoptotic proteins, such as Fas, Bax, and caspase-3. With minimal endothelial cell injury, pro-inflammatory intracellular signaling pathways are recruited, including activation of NFkB, which in turn leads to transcriptional upregulation of expression of cytokines (eg. IL-1β, TNFα), adhesion molecules (eg. ICAM-1, VACM-1), monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP-1), and C-reactive protein (CRP) [5], all of which tend to recruit leukocytes to the injury site, to localize the injury with platelet and fibrin deposition, and to promote wound healing through the enhanced expression of a variety of growth factors.

Progression of Atherosclerosis and Plaque Formation

With initiation of the atherosclerotic process by endothelial cell dysfunction, the stage is set for a cascade of events which centers around the monocyte/macrophage and leads to the development of the atherosclerotic plaque. OxLDL may directly stimulate monocytes from the circulation and bone marrow to migrate into the intima via dysfunctional and permeable endothelial cell layer, using specific endothelial cell receptors (eg. CD18, ICAM1, P-selectin, VCAM-1), and monocyte receptors (eg. CD16, CD64) that have been upregulated by oxLDL and via NF B-transduced signaling pathways. This process is amplified, as oxLDL also induces the release of chemotactic factors (eg. MCP-1, MCP-5, MIP-1, M-CSF, GM-CSF) by endothelial cells and monocytes/macrophages which have migrated into the intima [6]. As monocyte differentiation into macrophages occurs in the vascular wall, macrophage-specific scavenger receptors are expressed which mediate uptake of oxLDL. It...
is these lipid-laden macrophages that transform into so-called foam cells, form fatty streaks, and serve to perpetuate the atherosclerotic process by secreting chemokines and mitogens that recruit more macrophages and promote smooth muscle cell migration and proliferation into the intima. These foam cells appear to be relatively resistant to apoptosis and can themselves proliferate in response to oxLDL, M-CSF, GM-CSF, these cytokines being secreted by the foam cells themselves and by infiltrating T-lymphocytes [7].

As long as the underlying atherogenic process persists, and endothelial dysfunction is maintained, the subendothelial accumulation of monocytes/macrophages and smooth muscle cells continues, and plaque growth progresses. These lesions are extremely heterogeneous in composition, comprised of extracellular lipid, foam cells, smooth muscle cells, neutrophils, T-lymphocytes, apoptotic and necrotic cells, and debris, separated from the vessel lumen by a fibrous cap comprising collagen, proteoglycans and smooth muscle cells. Vulnerability of the plaque to rupture and thrombose is enhanced by the presence of a thin fibrous cap, and a relatively high ratio of macrophages to smooth muscle cells. This has been attributed to the ability of macrophages to secrete matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (including for example, collagenase, gelatinase, stromelysin, matrilysin, gelatinase, metalloelastase, and metalloproteinase-13), which digest the ECM (synthesized by smooth muscle cells) particularly at the plaque "shoulders", facilitating ready plaque disruption (reviewed in [8]). Production of some of these MMPs occurs through cyclooxygenase (COX)-2-mediated pathways, explaining the current interest in COX-2 inhibitors as a therapeutic target.

**Beyond the Intima**

The media and the adventitial layers also are involved in plaque growth and arterial wall remodeling that occurs during atherosclerosis. MMPs may digest the internal elastic lamina (IEL), leading to either its expansion or disruption, triggering plaque rupture and atherothrombosis. With rupture of the IEL, the media expands, and this has been associated with outward (towards the adventitial layer) plaque growth, local hemorrhage into the plaque, and the development of arterial aneurysms. Factors that favour plaque disruption have recently been extended to include the presence of inflammation, fibrosis and atrophy in the media, and prominent adventitial inflammation and proliferation of the vasa vasorum [9].

While the vasa vasorum has often been overlooked as contributing to the atherosclerotic process, methods to directly visualize this vascular structure that normally provides nutrients and oxygen to the adventitial wall of medium and large sized arteries, reveal that during atherosclerosis, infiltration of microvessels into the media, intima and plaques, originates predominantly from proliferating vasa vasorum, rather than from the lumen, although the latter may also occur [10]. In that sense, the vasa vasorum provides a means whereby inflammatory cells and plasma constituents may access the plaque from the "outside", further accelerating plaque growth.

### Plaque Thrombosis

It has been well-established over the past 2 decades that atherosclerotic lesion disruption or erosion with subsequent thrombus formation are key events in the pathogenesis of acute coronary syndromes. What molecular mechanisms initiate and sustain the locally hypercoagulable state that leads to thrombus formation?

Several components of the plaque are thrombogenic. Indeed, fibrinogen, fibrin and fibrin degradation products are abundant in atheromatous lesions, as is thrombin, indicating that extravascular coagulation in the vessel wall is prominent (reviewed in [11], [12]). The lipid core is itself highly thrombogenic due to its high content of tissue factor (TF). Macrophage foam cells express high levels of TF, inhibition of which may reduce thrombus formation in a porcine coronary angioplasty model. T-lymphocytes, via CD40 ligand, activate the macrophages and induce secretion of TF. OxLDL induces synthesis of TF by monocytes/macrophages, smooth muscle cells, and endothelial cells, at least in part via activation of transcription factors NFkB, AP-1 and Egf-1. Patients with acute coronary syndromes (ACS) have elevated levels of circulating TF, and the source of this TF may be from smooth muscle cells, macrophages or endothelial cells. Recent evidence suggests that the major source of circulating TF is from the apoptotic death of macrophages from within lesions, leading to shedding of TF-laden particles, in concert with exposure of phosphatidylserine and apoptotic bodies, both of which are prothrombotic. The blood-borne pool of TF may be carried by neutrophils to platelets and injured endothelium, where it may contribute to thrombus propagation. TF expression does not go totally unchecked. Tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI), which may regulate procoagulant activity, is locally produced in the atherosclerotic plaques, and in animal models, inhibition of the TF pathway with TFPI reduces plaque thrombogenicity.

Beyond the plaque itself, the chronic inflammatory state induces a procoagulant state. TF is secreted by circulating monocytes. There may also be imbalances in the fibrinolytic pathway, and alpha-2-antiplasmin and plasminogen acti-
further recruitment of monocytes to the intima [15]. Molecule expression and complement activation, thereby inflammatory properties, upregulating leukocyte adhesion cell migration and angiogenesis [14]. Thrombin has pro-
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Beyond the activity of thrombin in generating a fibrin clot and activating platelets, thrombin, often via PAR signaling, affects vessel tone, endothelial cell and smooth muscle cell migration and angiogenesis [14]. Thrombin has pro-inflammatory properties, upregulating leukocyte adhesion molecule expression and complement activation, thereby promoting additional dysfunction of the endothelium and further recruitment of monocytes to the intima [15].

Angiogenesis and the Atherosclerotic Plaque

In 1984, Barger reported that the intima and media of coronary atherosclerotic vessels was infiltrated with a tumor-like mass of microvessels, and showed that most of this neovascularization, restricted to regions of disease, originated from the adventitial vasa vasorum. These findings have since been substantiated, and support the concept that only a small minority of these new microvessels originate from the lumen. Furthermore, the extent of intima-media neovascularization has been closely linked to the inflammatory reaction and infiltration with macrophages/foam cells within the plaque, processes that occur early. These microvessels, similar to those seen in tumor angiogenesis, are large, friable, irregular, leaky and tortuous. They are also prone to rupture, causing intraplaque hemorrhage [16]. Similar to coronary artery lesions, carotid plaque rupture, necrosis, hemorrhage, fibrous cap thinning, and accumulation of foam cells have been correlated with neurologic symptoms in patients with carotid artery atherosclerosis [17]. In those individuals with neurologic symptoms, microvessels invading the intima and media and plaque were derived from the vasa vasorum, and were larger, irregularly shaped, and leaky, more likely to bleed and to facilitate activation and infiltration of macrophages, T-lymphocytes and plasma proteins to the lesion, with promotion of an unstable plaque. In these clinical studies, the number of foam cells correlated with the number of plaque neovessels, which were observed at corners of the plaques and in the fibrous cap of symptomatic patients, supporting an important role for plaque angiogenesis in plaque thrombosis and clinical relevant disease. Indeed, in the past few years, studies have suggested that the strongest independent factor for plaque rupture is neovascularization.

Vasa Vasorum and Plaque Formation

Vasa vasorum normally run parallel to large and medium sized arteries, with secondary branches to surround the artery (reviewed in [9]). The precise mechanisms by which neovessel formation in the intima is initiated are not well understood. Numerous angiogenic factors have been found in atherosclerotic plaques, including VEGF, Plgf, bFGF, TGF-beta, MMPs, NO, PDGF, IL-8, platelet activating factor, heme oxygenase-1 [18], and thrombin, yet these do not provide clues as to the stepwise progression. Similar to the artery luminal endothelial cells, the vasa vasorum vascular endothelium is exposed to high levels of oxLDL and oxidative stress, with consequent and persistent alterations in function of the endothelium. As the thickness of the intima and media increases due to infiltration of monocytes/macrophages, lymphocytes and smooth muscle cells, the diffusion capacity of oxygen and nutrients from the lumen is exceeded. An angiogenic response by adventitial vasa vasorum would thus be stimulated by hypoxia and ischemia. The transcription factor, hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF-1) is upregulated, which in turn enhances expression of VEGF and other angiogenic factors by a variety of cells, including endothelial cells of the vasa vasorum, and monocytes/macrophages. Activated monocytes/macrophages also stimulate endothelial cell secretion of bFGF, VEGF and IL-8, all of which, and most prominently VEGF, further induce endothelial cell proliferation and permeability [19]. In vivo models also reveal that oxidative stress caused by excess production of reactive oxygen species induces expression of high levels of VEGF and MMPs by endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells in the atheroma [20]. Under the direction of yet-to-be-characterized cues, the vasa vasorum vessels migrate to regions of hypoxia/ischemia within the atherosclerotic lesion, a process facilitated by degradation of ECM by macrophage-secreted MMPs. Some of these MMPs (eg. MMP-9) further release angiogenic factors that
are otherwise embedded in the ECM. The importance of MMPs in the angiogenic response is evident from studies in rabbits with atherosclerosis, where lesion regression accomplished by lowering dietary lipids, was accompanied by decreased MMP activity and decreased plaque neovascularization. Additional ECM glycoproteins, such as tenascin-C which has been implicated in cell proliferation, migration and apoptosis, are also secreted by macrophages, and in clinical studies [21], their levels in plaques correlate with plaque angiogenesis, intraplaque hemorrhage, macrophage infiltration and thrombus formation.

OxLDL in the subendothelium renders the endothelium of the new microvessels, dysfunctional, promoting a further inflammatory process, attracting more macrophages via the vasa vasorum. Plasma proteins and erythrocytes extravasate into the interstitium, promoting inflammation and extravascular coagulation. Some of these vessels thrombose, enhancing local ischemia, providing positive feedback for the angiogenic response, while others continue to proliferate and bleed. Plaque hemorrhage may decrease the stability of the plaque, while the additional influx, via these leaky vessels, of MMP-secreting foam cells, will further break down ECM components, thin the fibrous cap, rendering the plaque susceptible to rupture or erosion.

While it has been confirmed that neovascularization of the plaque originates predominantly from the vasa vasorum, it is also possible that endothelial progenitor cells might be mobilized from the bone marrow by VEGF, Plgf, and other angiogenic factors, to the adventitial space, providing a vasculogenic response (reviewed in [22], [23]). Evidence supports this as a possible mechanism in hypoxia-induced pulmonary artery adventitial remodeling [24].

### Links between Angiogenesis and Atherothrombosis

Several molecular pathways establish links between angiogenesis, coagulation, hemostasis and thrombosis that are likely relevant in the setting of atherosclerosis and atherothrombosis. In mouse and primate models of vascular injury, PAR1 is upregulated in proliferating intima. Thrombin, via PARs, increases vascular endothelial permeability, endothelial cell expression of adhesion molecules, and release of PDGF and MCP-1, which in turn facilitate angiogenesis. Activation of PAR1 markedly augments expression of VEGF [25], the latter which is required for the angiogenic activity of PAR1. Thrombin also exhibits angiogenic activity in vitro (tube formation) and in vivo [26], and upregulates VEGF release by monocytes/macrophages, vascular smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells, as well as VEGF-R2 expression, possibly mediated in part by thrombin-induced upregulation of bFGF, TGF and PDGF release from platelets [27]. Recombinant thrombomodulin may inhibit thrombin-induced VEGF production, and in a balloon injury model, inhibits neointimal hyperplasia, inflammation in the lesion, and thrombus formation [28]. Its role in plaque angiogenesis has not, however, been evaluated.

As discussed, platelet activation plays a major role in atherothrombus formation. Not only do platelets support the generation of thrombin, which in turn may promote VEGF production, but platelets also are a rich source of circulating VEGF, and thus, in conjunction with other platelet cytokines, such as PDGF, and TGF-beta, may play a direct role in plaque angiogenesis [29]. Furthermore, upon activation of platelets at sites of injury, platelet microparticles are shed, levels of which have been directly correlated with atherosclerotic disease. These microparticles are functionally best characterized for their ability to support the prothrombinase reaction, facilitating hemostasis. Interestingly, the lipid content of these microparticles themselves, appear to have angiogenic activity in vitro, in that they promote proliferation, migration and tube formation of cultured endothelial cells, by mechanisms independent of VEGF or FGF [30], and induce monocyte-endothelial cell interactions [31].

VEGF is upregulated in pathologic angiogenesis, and is elevated both in atheroma and in the plasma of patients with coronary artery disease and ACS. It is mitogenic for endothelial cells, enhances TF gene expression in endothelial cells, and mobilizes hematopoietic and endothelial cell precursors from the bone marrow [32]. The VEGF homologue, Plgf, potentiates the effects of VEGF in pathologic angiogenesis, is also elevated in atheroma, is a survival factor for endothelial cells and monocytes, and mobilizes hematopoietic stem cells from the bone marrow. In HUVECs, VEGF upregulates TF, which in turn will upregulate VEGF. In patients with peripheral arterial disease, plasma levels of VEGF and TF were significantly elevated and highly correlated with each other, suggesting a link between the thrombotic diathesis of these patients and the process of angiogenesis. Indeed, TF expression in rabbit atheroma directly correlates with sprouting of new vessels in the lesions. Furthermore, dietary lipid lowering decreased the thrombotic potential of ruptured atherosclerotic plaques through a decrease in TF, which occurred concomitantly with reduced angiogenesis in the vessel wall [33]. In other studies, lipid lowering by statins also reduces VEGF in hypercholesterolemic patients, further implying an association between coagulation and angiogenesis. This hypothesis has been further supported by several clinical studies demonstrating high levels of TF, VEGF and vWF in patients with risk factors for atherosclerosis or evidence of Pathophysiol Haemost Thromb 2003/2004;33:241-248
coronary artery disease, indicating the simultaneous presence of abnormal thrombogenesis, angiogenesis, and endothelial cell dysfunction [34].

Recent novel insights have revealed the mechanisms by which TF regulates angiogenesis [35], that appear independent of the role of TF-VIIa in triggering coagulation. TF-VIIa promotes angiogenesis through PAR2 signaling. The cytoplasmic domain of TF is normally unphosphorylated, and in that form, negatively regulates any TF-VIIa-PAR2 signaling, thereby downregulating physiologic angiogenesis. In pathological angiogenesis, such as occurs in atherosclerosis, and in conjunction with inflammation-induced activation and upregulation of PAR2, the cytoplasmic domain of TF becomes phosphorylated, and TF-VIIa-PAR2 angiogenic signaling proceeds unchecked, an effect that is selectively synergized by PDGF-BB. Indeed, neither VEGF nor bFGF have a direct effect on this system, although VEGF does increase TF expression. Thus, under inflammatory conditions and in the presence of angiogenic growth factors, PAR2 and TF are upregulated, whereupon they interact to escalate angiogenesis, and naturally, of thrombosis.

Although there is much evidence to suggest that VEGF may promote atherothrombosis, there is no doubt that VEGF has vasculoprotective properties. VEGF promotes endothelial cell survival by upregulating inhibitors of apoptosis, including survivin and Bcl2 [36]. In that respect, since apoptosis of endothelium is procoagulant, VEGF acts as an anti-coagulant. VEGF enhances endothelial cell expression of NO and PGI2, mediators recognized to protect the vessel wall, interfere with platelet activation, and inhibit leukocyte-endothelial interactions [37]. In fact, delivery of VEGF after balloon injury, reduces mural thrombus formation [38].

**Angiogenic/Anti-angiogenic Agents Effects on Plaque Angiogenesis?**

There has been a steady increase in interest to deliver angiogenic agents to patients for the relief of vascular ischemia, and indeed, several angiogenic factors are currently in preclinical trials for limb and myocardial ischemia. Yet, these patients most commonly have atherosclerosis with diffuse plaques, and there may be cause for caution in using these agents, which, at least based on our current understanding of the role of the vasa vasorum in plaque growth, might exacerbate plaque rupture, thereby promoting thrombosis with severe clinical sequelae.

What is the evidence to support or refute these concerns? Several factors must be considered: Plaques already contain high levels of VEGF, and may not respond to additional exogenously administered angiogenic agents, and thus these agents may actually be safe, and indeed, protective, by diminishing ischemia and promoting endothelial cell repair. The plaque growth/rupture response to angiogenic agents may also vary depending on the effects of each agent on the recruitment of endothelial progenitor cells, inflammatory cells, endothelial cell permeability, endothelial cell apoptosis (reviewed in [39]). Furthermore, it is likely that angiogenic agents may have distinct effects in different vascular beds, in different organs, under a variety of pathophysiological conditions.

Several studies in hypercholesterolemic rabbits have confirmed that VEGF is vasculoprotective and thus atheroprotective, preventing intimal thickening and macrophage accumulation after balloon injury [38]. However, in other studies, administration of VEGF to atherosclerotic rabbits increased the rate of formation of diet-induced atherosclerotic plaques in the thoracic aorta [40]. And plaque size was frequently associated with increased vascularity of the lesions and infiltration with macrophages, implying an association with increased risk of rupture. In similar studies by the same group, apoE-/-:apo B100-/- mice were treated with low doses of VEGF over 3 weeks, and plaque macrophage and endothelial cell content increased significantly more than in controls. The predominant mechanism was believed to be via the effect of VEGF on mobilizing VEGFR1-expressing monocytes/macrophages from the bone marrow to the lesions, although other complementary more local effects were also likely to contribute to the plaque growth [40, 41]. No evidence of changes in plaque stability were presented, and thus the clinical significance may reasonably be questioned.

To evaluate the role of angiogenic agents in regulating plaque growth, Zhao et al [42] used a gene therapy approach to interfere with VEGFR-1 (also referred to as Flt1 in mice), the receptor for VEGF and for Plgf, overexpressing soluble Flt1 (sFlt1). In a mouse model of atherosclerosis, sFlt1 inhibited expression of monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 and TGF-beta, and attenuated early vascular inflammation and late atherosclerosis. Lutton et al [43] also evaluated the role of the Plgf and VEGF on plaque formation by treating atherosclerotic mice with anti-Flt-1 and anti-Flk1 (VEGFR-2) antibodies. The anti-Flt1 antibody similarly reduced atherosclerotic plaque growth, but notably, without effects on plaque neovascularization. Anti-inflammatory effects were attributable to reduced mobilization of bone-marrow derived myeloid progenitors, impaired infiltration of Flt1 expressing leukocytes into the inflamed tissues, and defective activation of myeloid cells. Remarkably, anti-Flk1 antibodies failed to affect atherosclerotic plaque development. Neither anti-Flt1 nor anti-Flk1 antibodies suppressed angiogenesis in the adventitia or in atherosclerotic lesions, and although the reasons are unclear (Plgf and VEGF both are present in plaques), the lack of effect was hypothesized to be...
due to modulation by other angiogenic/antiangiogenic factors. These studies suggest that interfering with VEGF receptors predominantly affect macrophage infiltration into the plaque, rather than primarily angiogenesis. In contrast however, Moulton et al [44] examined the effects of angiotatin in apoE-/- mice, and concluded that this anti-angiogenic agent primarily inhibited plaque neovascularization, with secondary reductions in macrophage accumulation, plaque vulnerability and progression of advanced atherosclerosis. Their studies clearly support the hypothesis that neovascularization of the vasa vasorum acts as a conduit for transfer of inflammatory cells in and out of the plaque, and that a positive feedback loop between angiogenesis and inflammation is established early in the progression of atherosclerosis. Overall, it is likely that macrophage infiltration promotes angiogenesis, and that angiogenesis promotes macrophage infiltration.

**The Dilemma: Treating Patients with Atherosclerosis and Ischemic Disease**

The most common underlying disease affecting patients with coronary artery disease or limb ischemia, is atherosclerosis. Is it safe to treat these patients with pro-angiogenic agents? Will plaques grow, rupture, and thrombose? Conversely, can angiogenesis inhibitors be effectively used to promote plaque regression, without inhibiting collateral vessel formation and jeopardizing the integrity of arterial blood supply? Many angiogenic inhibitors are currently in clinical trials for cancer, macular degeneration, and arthritis, and there is not yet clear evidence of detrimental effects. Similarly, clinical trials with angiogenic agents for myocardial and limb ischemia, while not overwhelmingly successful, have not clearly caused plaque progression or atherothrombosis. Nonetheless, new approaches are urgently needed.

The challenge is to design therapies that are targeted to promote collateral vessel growth in the ischemic arteries, and to interfere with plaque angiogenesis and those factors that promote atherothrombosis. With the identification of tissue-specific and disease-specific pro/anti-angiogenic proteins, these goals will become realizable. Already, apparently plaque-specific expression of VEGF isoforms have been identified [45], and these and others might ultimately be amenable for therapeutic targeting. The utilization of novel model systems, such as the zebrafish, to facilitate rapid characterization of the specific mechanisms regulating microvessel growth and migration during health and disease, will provide insights that will lead to the development of new angiogenic molecules, and clues as to how the vasa vasorum is formed and proliferates. As the diversity of the vascular endothelium is explored, a clear understanding as to why certain vascular beds, such as the brachial artery, are resistant to atherosclerosis, will lead to new therapeutic approaches to effectively and safely prevent and treat atherothrombotic disease complicating atherosclerosis.
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